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About This Game

Empires Of Creation is the debut title from Bundle Of Sticks studios.

Empires Of Creation is an up-and-coming Sci-Fi themed sandbox game in which the player takes on the role of a fleet
commander, destined to make his name in the galaxy and ultimately conquer it. Forge relationships with surrounding empires
and use your wit to establish a galactic monopoly. Colonize nearby habitable stars to expand your presence in the cosmos. The

universe is your playground in this dynamic economy.

Enjoy fast paced, high intensity fleet battles with enemy ships as you race to the top. Whosoever can prove his superiority in the
field and in the diplomatic sphere shall come out victorious.

-Gameplay-

After procedurally generating a spiral galaxy in Empires of Creation the player will find themselves with nothing but potential
and an AI that has no regard for life programmed to do whatever is required to conquer the galaxy. Initially the player you will
recruit ships from colony worlds that are barely able to scratch the armada of empire fleets, from this point you will proceed to
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upgrade them to formidable combat hardened battles fleets and eventually destroyers of worlds. The game turns from being a
predominantly self centered ordeal, to a risk factoring strategy game as you obtain your first colonizer followed by claiming

your first colony and beginning your own empire. Expansion and hostility will find you involved in galactic warfare with entire
empires but this is essential if the player wants to obtain the ultimate goal of conquering the galaxy.

-Features-

Galaxy

Persistent

Procedurally Generated (Fully customizable)

Interactive

Variable time acceleration

Empires

Capable of taking over the galaxy

Relation dependent decision making

Reactive AI

Player is able to create their own empire

Combat

Player is able to take control of any ship in their fleet

at any-time

Completely Physics based

Slow down effects

Boosting and other abilities
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Title: Empires Of Creation
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Bundle Of Sticks Studios
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Mac OS X 10.9.5 (13F1112)

Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Iris Pro 1536 MB

Storage: 256 MB available space

English
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So i'm calling you all Cyberpunk and post-apocalyptic 80's.

1. Very Decent graphics for a small indie game (I mean the environment and the art are really worth seeing)
2. kind of unique and fun gameplay
3. Really funny (you get a lot of lore between missions)
4. Enough content for a 20$ game

i just want more of this and i never played the board game once. I just love car with guns fighting to death at 200 MPH in a
devastated environment.. It's a 20 minute adventure but WOW, does it ever make use of every second.

From the retro graphics to the impressive additions to old school text-parser style adventure games, this little gem really takes
you back to the days of Sierra classics such as Leisure Suit Larry and Space Quest -- only it's SNAIL THEMED. Most
importantly, it's FULL OF PUNS!

Grabbing this is a no brainer.

https://youtu.be/gc2Mx5qBN2Q. too repetitive. Play a little, and I can say that the game is definitely dynamic and interesting!
But I doubt that will captivate for a long time.. In the mission "Burn Water" the final cut scene goes into a loop preventing the
player from finishing the mission.. This is hardly what I would call a game, it is more of a glorfided demo. You basically just
read and make ONE decision. No interactivity. The concept has a lot of promise, but charging people for this "game" is almost
criminal.. A very good starting point for anyone interested in the world of accounting. My only negative comment would be that
the questions asked are rather simple and some seem to be repeated but in slightly different wording. Also worth noting is that I
am an accounting major and purchased this for a quick basics review so perhaps beginners will find the repeated questions
helpful for retaining information.. Nice Casual sim, lots of fun, very entertaining.. Great game. very fun mechanics for combat.
very similar to dark souls. lots of secrets to find.
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A very easy way to collect Achievements. In my oppinion it totally worths its prise! 1€ for 5000 Achievements. ^^. Don't buy
this please, its not worth it at all... good game and all its 3d minesweepers and has random generation what else is there to say..
the only thing that im annoyed about is the achivements are not working anymore... the developer reached out on the same day
as this review and fixed the problem good developer points there!. Loved the game, had us all in stitches. would really love to
play this over the internet though :D very very very fun. best vr mmo in my life. Who would suggest one own's password for a
super-secret project with a stupid riddle written on a black board?. A boring rail shooter with the cringiest dialog.

You must be out of your mind if you legitimately think this trash is good.
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